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Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:

Identify and explain existing research indicat -
ing the pros and cons of each RPG format 
when used in their standard diversionary  form-
s.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
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Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:

Identify and explain examples of specific areas 
that non-adapted RPGs can directly achieve 
TR-related client outcomes in general.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
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Identify specific populations  that can benefit 
most from a non-adapted TR-based RPG in -
tervention programs.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:
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Identify and illustrate examples of specific 
areas where applying TR methodologies to ad-
apted RPG can achieve specific client out -
comes.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:
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Identify specific populations that can benefit 
most from an adapted TR-based RPG inter -
vention program.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:
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Specify areas still needing further research for 
future use of TR-based RPG.

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
Upon completion of this session, participants will 
be able to:
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Links of NoteLinks of Note
This presentation file, and any associated audio/video will be 

available on 
The RPG Research Project

website and associated YouTube channel.

The latest version of this presentation file:
http://rpgresearch.com/pnwatra-rpg-presentation-1.pdf 

The RPG Research Project Website
www.rpgresearch.com

Youtube Channel
www.youtube.com/rpgresearch 
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Links of NoteLinks of Note
The full-length slide show file can be downloaded from:

http://rpgresearch.com/pnwatra-rpg-long.pdf

Repository of referenced research & abstracts:
http://rpgresearch.com/documents/-list

Speaker's background information
http://rpgresearch.com/staff/hawke-robinson

RPG Research Project Files:
http://rpgr.org/documents/rpg-research-project

Wheelchair-friendly RPG trailer:
http://www.rpgtrailer.com

List of Autism Spectrum programs:
http://www.rpgr.org/asd-list

Amalgamation of other presentations, interviews, other program plans, etc.:
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About the Speaker - “Hawke Robinson”About the Speaker - “Hawke Robinson”

 Senior undergraduate student at Eastern Washing -
ton University.

 Interdisciplinary Degree in progress: 
 Recreation Therapy
 Music Therapy
 Neuroscience
 Research Psychology

Plan to sit for NCTRC CTRS, & continue onward to 
graduate interdisciplinary degree program.

TTR &R & Re Relalatteed Bad Bacck-k-
ggrrooundund
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 Registered with Washington State Department of Health as Recre-
ational Therapist, since 2014, ID: #RE60526204

 2013 to current - Student Member in good standing: Washington 
State Therapeutic Recreation Association.

 2013 to current - Student Member in good standing: American 
Therapeutic Recreation Association.

 April 2015 – Speaker at WSTRA Conference, WA.

 2014 to 2015 – TR & Music Therapy Volunteer - Saint Luke's Re-
habilitation Institute, Brain Injury and Spinal Cord Injury depart-
ments, WA.

“Hawke Robinson”“Hawke Robinson”
TR & Related Background TR & Related Background (cont'd)(cont'd)
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 2011 – Volunteer, Music Therapy – Rockwood Clinic “Tremble 
Clefs”, WA. 

2006 to 2011 – Volunteer at Eastern Washington Center for Deaf 
& Hard of Hearing, WA.

2008 – Volunteer Hippo-therapy Side-walker – Free Reign Thera-
peutic Riding, WA.

2007 – Volunteer at Northeast Youth Center, WA.

TR & Related Background TR & Related Background (con-(con-
t'd)t'd)
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 2006 – Campfire USA, Camp Dart-lo – Camp counselor, archery in-
structor, arts & crafts & activities facilitator, WA.

 2004 to 2008 – Activities Volunteer – Boy Scouts of America.

 2003 – Published by the SANS Institute - 
http://www.sans.org/security-resources/malwarefaq/pptp-vpn.php

Other Professional BackgroundOther Professional Background
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1996 – 2004 – Information Technologist / Computer Scientist, Con-
sultant, Chief Technology Officer (CTO), Chief Information Of-
ficer (CIO), various companies including Fortune 500 Companies. 
CA, GA, ID, IL, NM, OK, TX, UT, WA.

1996 – Instructor – Utah Career College / Bryman Schools, & Amer-
ican Automotive Institute, UT.

 1990 to 1991 – Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA), Doxie-Hatch 
Medical Center, UT.

 1990 – Habilitation Therapist, Hillcrest Care Center, UT.

 1979 – Elderly Care Volunteer - Saint Joseph's Villa, UT.

Other Professional BackgroundOther Professional Background
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Additional Related BackgroundAdditional Related Background

 Neuro-education, using Bio-feedback & Neuro-feedback, 
with music (Spokane).

 ASD Toddlers (EWU).

 ASD Youth to Adults (Tacoma PAVE Group).

 Spokane Play Therapy community 
(Rebecca Rudd, PhD, RPT-S).

 Spokane Music Therapy community –          
www.spokanemt.com

Additional program involvement 
with:
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 2014 to current – President, RPG Therapeutics LLC, 
www.rpgtherapy.com

 2007 to current – Founder, Publisher, & co-editor – Other Minds 
Magazine www.omzine.org

 2004 to current - Principle Investigator (PI) & Founder - The RPG 
Research Project www.rpgr.org

Role-Playing Gaming BackgroundRole-Playing Gaming Background
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 1979 to current – Role-playing gamer, game master (GM) 
and independent role-playing game developer. 

 1986 to current – Role-playing gaming conventions or-
ganizer. www.tolkienmoot.org

Role-Playing Gaming BackgroundRole-Playing Gaming Background
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AdAddidititioonnaall  RRelelatated Baed Bacckkggrroouundnd

 ADD/ADHD ADD/ADHD

 ASD/PDD ASD/PDD

 At-risk Youth At-risk Youth

 CP CP

 Deaf Deaf

 DD DD

Population Sum-
mary

 Elderly Elderly

 OCD/OCP OCD/OCP

 Parkinson’s Parkinson’s

 Brain Injury (Stroke, TBI, etc.) Brain Injury (Stroke, TBI, etc.)

 Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) Spinal Cord Injury (SCI)

 Toddlers Toddlers
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RPG Terms SummaryRPG Terms Summary

 RPG = Role-Playing Game (noun)
 RPGs = Role-Playing Games
 RPGers = Role-Playing Gamers
 RPGing = Role-Playing Gaming (verb)
 TRPG = Tabletop RPG (original RPG)
 CRPG = Computer-based RPG
 CYOA = Choose Your Own Adventure books
 LARP = Live-Action Role-Playing
 PvP = Player vs. Player
 PvE = Player vs. Everyone or EvP
 PvG = Player vs. Group or reverse GvP
 DM = Dungeon Master (D&D only)
 GM = Game Master (all non-D&D RPGs)
 PC = Player Character
 NPC = Non-Player Character
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OverviewOverview
Since so many people either do not 

know what role-playing games are,

and/or so many are misinformed about 

role-playing games & gamers,

approximately half of this presentation 

covers:
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OverviewOverview
 Background information about Role-Play-
ing Games (RPG).

 Examples of all major RPG formats.

 Addresses the many inculcated concepts in 
popular culture regarding role-playing 
games and gamers, including relevant re-
search.
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OverviewOverview

 Research & program examples from professions oth -
er than TR that have used RPGs as intervention mod-
alities.

 And finally, using RPGs as intervention modalities 
from the TR perspective, with specific program plan 
examples and relevant research information.

The rest of this presentation covers:
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Raise your hand
when prompted...

Audience participationAudience participation
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Challenge by Choice...Challenge by Choice...

What do you think of when I 
say...

Role-Playing 
Game?
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Have you ever par-
ticipated in any 
form of RPG?

Challenge by Choice...Challenge by Choice...
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IntroductionIntroduction
RPG Formats Include:

 Choose Your Own Adventure books 
(CYOA) Live-action role-playing 
(LARP)

 Tabletop role-playing games (RPG / 
TRPG)

 Computer-based Role-Playing Games 
(CRPG)
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OOften when using the term “Role-Playing Game” or -ften when using the term “Role-Playing Game” or -
  ““RRPG”PG”, , mmosost t of thoseof those  ununfafamiliamiliar r with with ththisis r reecrcreaeatitioon-n-
al activity, typically assume it is either a video game al activity, typically assume it is either a video game 

or people dressing up in costumesor people dressing up in costumes
bonking each other with foam swords.bonking each other with foam swords.

FFor those aware of the tabletop format, it is usually a or those aware of the tabletop format, it is usually a 
negative associationnegative association

with Dungeons & Dragons (D&D).with Dungeons & Dragons (D&D).

What is a Role-Playing Game (RPG)?What is a Role-Playing Game (RPG)?
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The following is 
a fast-paced video clip.

It quickly summarizes a few
concepts regarding

the Tabletop RPG Format,
Dungeons & Dragons (D&D)

Next Slide: PBS Idea ChannelNext Slide: PBS Idea Channel
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PBS Idea Channel RE: D&D

For the complete ~10 minute episode see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFtlDhksGHA
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RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND

There have been anywhere 
from 70 to several hundred 
studies performed related to 

the psychological relationships 
between role-playing gaming

and gamers (Kim).
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Helping to more rapidly develop foreign language 
skills (Phillips)

Improved child behavior and attitudes (Bay-Hinitz)

Developing stronger skills in reading, mathematics, 
creative thinking, cooperative play, problem-solving, 

& social skills (DeRenard)

Development of many other skills as well as poten-
tially significant therapeutic benefits (Kestrel). 

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
This research shows that role-playing games may have
many benefits for participants. Examples include:
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As knowing some of the history, develop-

ment, and societal responses to RT/TR is 

useful for understanding where this pro-

fession is today, and in planning for the fu-

ture development of the industry...

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
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So too is understanding the creation, evolu-

tion, and societal responses to RPG useful 

for understanding what it is, and the poten-

tial uses of RPG in TR as an intervention 

modality to 

achieve clients' goals.

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
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When considering RPGs as intervention mod-

alities, a historical context is important for 

better matching client needs.

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
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These needs can be better met by an under-

standing of the cohort factors of different 

populations, such as generational media in-

fluences,

leisure interests, etc.

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
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Having this historical context is also import -

ant in being prepared for any poten-

tial “push back” that may sometimes occur 

because of many inculcated conceptions re-

garding

role-playing gaming and gamers.

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
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The predecessors and origins of RPG.

 The evolution of RPG since creation in 1974.

 Media & societal treatment of RPG and gamers.

RPG BACKGROUNDRPG BACKGROUND
With the significance of historical context in

mind, a considerable portion of this presenta-

tion

will cover:
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HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
First published in 1974, a unique, 

cooperative, social, recreational 
activity known as the 
Role-playing Game (RPG), was 
invented in Lake Geneva, WI.

Thus the grandfather of all 
RPGs, the tabletop role-playing 
game, Dungeons & Dragons 
(D&D), was born. 
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Role-playing gaming (RPGing) has roots in ancient his -
tory with the development

of war-gaming. 

War-gaming is the simulation of combat strategies and 
tactics represented in reduced scale with various rules 

for action resolution.

(Note there is a variant called “Live-Action War-gaming” (Note there is a variant called “Live-Action War-gaming” 
that is different from both the above definition, and LARP)that is different from both the above definition, and LARP)

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
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As long as there has been organized warfare, there appears to have 
been some form of war-gaming in every culture throughout history. 

Chess and the Chinese game 
Go both are related
to war-gaming, but not con-
sidered to be actually 
war-gaming because they 
lack other factors offered 
by “true” war-gaming, taking 
into account many variables 
such as: terrain, weather, 
randomization,  etc.

The Autum Maneuvres – Officers Playing at Kriegs Spiel, or the “Game 
of War”. – Illustration for “The Graphic”, August 17th, 1872

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
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The Time Machine (1895),

The Invisible Man (1897), 

The War Of The Worlds (1898).

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
WaWarr--ggaamiminngg  
(1(1919133))

H.G. Well-
s



43Wells revolutionized war-gaming with his publication of “Little Wars” (1913).

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
WaWarr--ggaamiminngg  
(1(1919133))

Also author of:Also author of:

The Time Machine (1895),The Time Machine (1895),

The Invisible Man (1897), The Invisible Man (1897), 

The War Of The Worlds (1898).The War Of The Worlds (1898).

H.G. Well-
s
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HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
WaWarr--ggaamiminngg  
(1(1919133))
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HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
WaWarr--ggaamiminngg  
(1(1919133))

Also at this point in history, there were
only 2 major genres for war-game settings: 

Historical

Hypothetical
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But that was about to change...

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
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TheThe Sc Scienciencee  FFiiccttionion  &&  FFantasantasyy  
GenreGenress

Notable authors included: Edgar Allen Poe, Edgar Rice Burrough-
s,  

H.G. Wells, H.P. Lovecraft, Jules Verne, and many others.
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The Times They Are A Changin'The Times They Are A Changin'

In the 1930s, J.R.R. Tolkien's 

The Hobbit and 13 years later the Lord of the Rings  

hit the literary world and inspired the minds and hearts of 

generations, with a wave of popular culture 

enthusiasm in the 1960s...
(for better or worse)

Next slide is video of cheesy 1960s “music video” of Leonard Nimoy (Spock from Star Trek)
singing about “Bilbo Baggins” from The Hobbit
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The Times They Are A Changin'The Times They Are A Changin'

A very cheesy/bad mu-
sic video:

Leonard Nimoy (“S-
pock”) Sings

“The Ballad of Bilbo 
Baggins” (1967)
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These cultural and literary
changes soon influenced

war-gaming.

The Times They Are A Changin'The Times They Are A Changin'
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Published in 1968, “Chain Mail”, 
provided war-gaming rules with extra 
features to meet the new interests of the 
time, most notably including rules for 

mythological creatures,
and “magic”.

This contributed directly to a new inven-
tion in recreation...

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
WaWarr--ggaamiminngg  
('6('600ss - - ' '770s)0s)
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The Role-Playing Game.

Dungeons & Dragons was first re -
leased in 1974 as self-published, 

hand-stapled booklets, mailed 
from the creators' homes, under 

their new business name 
of “TSR”.

(Tactical Studies Rules) 

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
1971974 - The4 - The inv inventionention of  of a nea new recw recreareatitioonal nal 
actactiivviittyy
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The early to mid 1980s were the “Golden Age” 
years of tabletop role-playing games in the Un-
ited States & U.K.

Other countries would experience the boom of 
RPG in later decades, including Europe in the 
later 80s, South America in the 1990s, Israel in 
the 2000s, etc.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
RPRPG G 
(1(1989800ss))
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It is difficult to pin down the number of actual RPG 
players, since it is often just the Dungeon Master 
(DM) aka Game Master (GM) that purchases most 
of the books.

Estimates are that during the 80s, in the USA, there 
were at least 20-30 million (10-15% of the popula -
tion) people playing Dungeons & Dragons, ignoring 
the other countries and all the other RPGs of the 
time.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
RPRPG G 
(1(1989800ss))
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Until the mid 1980s 
D&D was 
“just a game”, 
as illustrated
in Steven 
Spielberg's 1982 
movie “E.T.”.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
11998800
ss
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This was also a time 
when the greatest back-

lash occurred during the 
height of the “Moral Pan-
ic”, aka “Satanic Panic”

of the 1980s.

This included waves of many claims against mu-
sic, movies, television,
video games, and D&D.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
TThehe Mo Morraall/S/Saatantanicic P Pananicic o of thf the e 
11998800ss
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 The effects of this time period are still signi -
ficantly influencing (USA) society today. 
When considering developing a program 

plan utilizing Role-Playing Games as an in-
tervention modality, it is important to be 
properly informed and prepared for the 
questions and misconceptions that may 

arise.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
TThehe Mo Morraall/S/Saatantanicic P Pananicic o of thf the e 
11998800ss
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The backlash was so significant, that RPG manufactur -
ers such as TSR, continually changed the book covers 

to be less “upsetting” to the detractors.

Advanced D&D 1st Edition AD&D 1st Edition – Revised Covers

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
TThehe Mo Morraall/S/Saatantanicic P Pananicic o of thf the e 
11998800ss
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This intimidation progressed to the point of releasing many books 
without ANY artwork. Such cosmetic changes did not make any 
difference to those lobbying congress to outlaw RPGs, or at least 
have them treated as a controlled substance, with warning labels 

(they succeeded at this with video games).  (Cardwell, 1994)

Advanced D&D 2nd Edition

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
TThehe Mo Morraall/S/Saatantanicic P Pananicic o of thf the e 
11998800ss
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Around the 1990s hybrid games developed that were 
based on many concepts from RPGs. Some used cards 
as a focus, instead of characters, and also began a shift 
to simpler rules. The shift to cards was completed in 

1993 with the creation of Magic: The Gathering, 
which is a Collectible Card Card (CCG) aka Trade- -

able Card Game (TCG),
and still very popular world-wide.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
11999900
ss
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The industry has diversified from just “paper and 
dice” tabletop role-playing games to now also in-
clude a wide range of hybrid collectible card 
games (CCGs), solo computer RPG games, 
massive multiplayer online role playing games 
(MMORPGs), persistent online worlds, mul-
ti-user dungeons (MUDs), and many other deriv-
ations.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
11999900
ss
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The role-playing game (RPG) industry has had a number 
of ups and downs in its growth but combining all 
formats, it is currently a multi-billion dollar industry.

The fledgling company Tactical Studies Rules (TSR) that 
started D&D was long-ago absorbed through various 
mergers by Wizards of the Coast, currently owned by 
the parent company Hasbro. 

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
11999900
ss
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As an aside, percentage-wise, tabletop games (including 
RPGs) sales have been experiencing very significant 
sales growth since 2011 for several years in a row, 
while video game sales overall have been in a slow 
downward trend for the past 4 years. 

Though of course the video game market is much larger. 
($15 to $20 billion)

Many theories abound as to why this might be.

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
11999900
ss
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For a more detailed history about role-playing gaming,
see Shannon Appelcline's 4-volume set, 
“Designers & Dragons – A History of The Role-Playing Game Industry”

HistorHistoriical cal ConContteexxtt
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As mentioned earlier, back in the early-to-mid 
1980s a movement began to develop against 
RPGs and the people who played them  - 
role-playing gamers (RPGers)...

Next Slide: Video Collage Anti-RPG Media

RPG ControversiesRPG Controversies
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Video: 1980s Anti-RPG Col-Video: 1980s Anti-RPG Col-
lagelage
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RPG ControversiesRPG Controversies

 D&D/RPG will make you commit suicide.
You may have already heard some of these statement-
s:

D&D/RPG will make you commit murder-
.D&D/RPG will make you more violent in real life.
D&D/RPG players have no meaning to their life.
D&D/RPG will lead you to the occult and devil worship.
D&D/RPG will lead you away from [insert religious sys-
tem].D&D/RPG is only for people with no social skills, and 
will make you anti-social (in the layman use of the term).
D&D/RPG players are all dorks, nerds, geeks, and 
losers that that can't succeed in real life and live in their 
mother's basement.
 Gamers are all male, there aren't any female RPGer-
s.
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Time after time I run into people quoting as 
fact: “Role-playing gamers were murdered in a 
university's steam tunnels by a Dungeon Master 
that took the game too seriously.”

This never actually happened. It was a 
made-for-TV movie with Tom Hanks, 

called “Mazes & Monsters” (1982), de-
signed to cash in on the early stages of 

hysteria of the time period. 

Many people also conflate this with the Dallas Egbert III missing person's 
case.

Mazes & MonstersMazes & Monsters

Videotape cover: Tom Hanks in Mazes and Monsters (Warner Home Video, 
1982)
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Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
B.A.D.D.B.A.D.D.

Much of the hype in the media, was created by the 
small group calling themselves “Bothered About 

Dungeons & Dragons (B.A.D.D.)” (yes there actu -
ally was such an organization). The founder of 
BADD, Patricia Pulling, claimed that her son 

Irving “Bink” Pulling committed suicide because 
he played D&D. She made it her life's mission to 

get RPGs banned. She even trained police stations 
throughout the country to look out for the “danger 

signs of a gamer.” (Pulling)
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One focal point was BADD's claims that D&D/RPG will make you 
commit suicide... (Pulling, Radecki, BADD, & NCTV)

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
B.A.D.D.B.A.D.D.
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On of B.A.D.D.'s early claims was that D&D/RPG will increase 
your risk of suicide.

(Pulling, Radecki, BADD, & NCTV)

Their primary “official source” of their claims was the Americ-
an Psychiatrist Dr. Thomas Radecki of NCTV (National Coali-

tion on Television Violence).

It should be noted had his medical license revoked in 1992, rein-
stated in 2002, and revoked again in 2012, and arrested in 

2013. (State of Illinois) 

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
B.A.D.D.B.A.D.D.
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BADD lobbied first the Federal Trade Commission, 

then subsequently the Consumer Product Safety 

Commission, to mandate putting warning labels on 

all role-playing gaming materials stating 

RPGs “were hazardous and could cause suicide” 

(Cardwell, Jr., Paul. 1994)

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
B.A.D.D.B.A.D.D.
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B.A.D.D. Booklet. A list of people they believed committed suicide because of 
D&D (some listed weren't actually ruled as suicides!).

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Banning of D&D / RPGsBanning of D&D / RPGs

Also note the sample list of locations officially banning 
D&D
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Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Banning of D&D / RPGsBanning of D&D / RPGs

Note the sample list of locations officially banning D&D.

While I am not aware of any public schools still banning RPGs

(a different story for some private schools), many (most?) cor-

rectional facilities that implemented their bans against

RPGs in the 1980s, still refuse to lift those bans to this day.
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A meta-analysis of all available data at the time of 

the suicide rate of non-gamer peers to gamer 

peers, not only refuted any increased risk, it argu-

ably indicated that RPGers 1/10th the risk of sui -

cide than 

their non-gaming peers!

(Cardwell, Jr., Paul 1994)

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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Many theories abound as to why this might be the 

case, from being a social activity that builds a sup -

portive social network, to the fact that it requires and 

develops problem-solving skills rather than “no way 

out but suicide”, to cathartic or other benefits.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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There are several case studies using RPGs to treat 

suicidal individuals, the next few slides provide  

specific examples...

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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The results of a 1988 study by John Hughes was pub -

lished under the title: “Therapy is fantasy: role-play-

ing, healing, and the construction of symbolic order.” 

Australian National University honors paper in medic-

al anthropology on the use of RPG in the self-treat-

ment of clinical depression.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
RPG, Depression, & SuicideRPG, Depression, & Suicide
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“Dungeons and Dragons: 

The Use of a Fantasy Game in the Psychotherapeutic 

Treatment of a Young Adult.”

Blackmon, Wayne D. 

Journal of Psychotherapy

48.4 (1994): 624-632. 28 Nov. 2008

<http://www.rpgstudies.net/blackmon/dungeons_and_dragons/>.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Research: Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersResearch: Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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Abstract
This is a case history of a depressive, suicidal, schizoid personality 

19 year old male that was not responding to traditional therapies. 
Using the role-playing game Dungeons and Dragons as a bridge to 
help him develop a communication and rapport with the doctor, he 
began to increase in his openness, and ability to analyze the rela-
tionships in games, to increase his ability to become aware of rela-
tionships in “real” and improve his socialization, empathy, and 
communication skills.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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He was able to use D&D as an outlet for anger he had to -

wards his father, and then discuss those actions that 

were “in game” and begin developing skills of aware-

ness and introspection that he was able to generalize in 

his every day life in a very productive fashion.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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The only real caveat, especially for anyone with men -
tal health struggles, is to keep the hobby from becom-
ing too all-consuming. While research repeatedly 
shows RPGs can greatly help most with such issues, 
as with any other recreational activity it is important 
to now allow it to become out of balance. This means 
appropriate balances and structure, especially for in-
-patients with significant mental health issues.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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The possibility that RPG may actually lower the risk of 
suicide has been further reinforced by other case stud -
ies, including psychologists/psychiatrists using, or en -

couraging participation in, RPG to help patients 
already struggling

with depression and suicidal ideations.
(Blackmon, 1994)

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Suicide Rate of Tabletop RPG playersSuicide Rate of Tabletop RPG players
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Another topic the detractors of D&D/RPG claimed, that it 
would make players homicidal (Radecki and Pulling), and 

thus the “D&D Defense” was 
born in the court system. 

However, this has never worked our for the defendant-
s/claimants. No court has ever 
accepted this claim as valid.
(Cardwell, Jr., Paul. 1994)

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.
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Furthermore studies on gamer personality traits, be -

havioral tendencies, criminal history, and anti-so -

cial behavior surveys

disprove any such increased

tendencies or heightened risks.

(Abyeta & Forest, 1991) 

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.
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Abyeta, Suzanne and Forest, James (1991, December). Gamers 
are lower in criminal tendencies

than rest of population.

Abstract: The hypothesis that role-playing experience should be 
positively correlated with self-reported criminality was ex-

amined. 

Psychological Reports,
December 1991, 69, pp. 1187-1192.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Research:Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.Research:Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.
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Regression analysis indicated that role-playing experi -

ence did not relate to

self-reported criminality.

However, psychoticism, which was higher in the 

non-gamers, did predict criminality.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.
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The above Abyeta study, and many others since then, 
have thoroughly disproved the claims & stereotypes 

made by detractors of D&D/RPG the gamers.

Regarding their claims that RPG would be bad for 
the participants, study after study has either shown 
no correlation, or an inverse correlation indicating 

that gamers had a lower risk of issues than their 
non-gamer peers.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.Violence, anti-social behavior, criminality, etc.
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Controversies & MythsControversies & Myths
Occultism/SatanismOccultism/Satanism

Repeated research can find no correlative statistical
link, and also shows a distinct difference in personality 

from those admittedly involved in satanism and those who 
are role-playing gamers 
(Leeds, Stuart. 1995).
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Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Meaninglessness & AlienationMeaninglessness & Alienation

Role-Playing Gamers appear to have signific -
antly higher ratings for having meaning in 
their lives, much higher than their non-gam -
ing peers in a college study from 1990.

Only 17% of role-playing gamers scored high 
on meaninglessness, while 46% of non-gamers 
scored high.

(Derenard & Kline 1990)
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The only alienation that RPGers report feeling, 
is from society in relation to the stigma against 
gamers, but other than that did not show any 
higher levels of social isolation of alienation 
than their non-gamer peers.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Meaninglessness & AlienationMeaninglessness & Alienation

(Derena(Derenarrd d & & KlineKline  
1199990)0)
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ALIENATION AND THE GAME
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS 
by LISA A. DERENARD AND LINDA MANNIK KLINE.

Psychological Reports, 1990, 66, 1219-1222.O Psychological Reports 
1990Purpose

The report was written based on research undertaken to determine if there was any empirical
evidence supporting or refuting the media's various negative claims about the supposed harmful
effects on those who participate in the cooperative, social, recreational activity of role playing gaming
using the Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) game system, and if playing the game leads to players having
higher levels of alienation. The Strole 1956 Anomia Scale to test overall levels of alienation, the
Middleton 1963 Alienation Scale to measure six types of alienation,  and the Rotter 1966 Internal-Extern-
al
Locus of Control Scale used to determine how much control the subject has over events that have an 
effect on them. A moderate correlation relating to meaninglessness was found in the opposite direction 
of the media claims. 46% of the non-players (16 subjects) scored high on meaninglessness feelings, 
whereas only 17% of the players (6 subjects) indicated such feelings.

The paper concludes that there is no solid empirical evidence supporting the media claims that D&D
 is harmful to those who participate in this cooperative, social, recreational activity.

Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Research: Meaninglessness & AlienationResearch: Meaninglessness & Alienation

Original report, and analysis of report found here: http://rpgresearch.com/blog/alienation-1
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Controversy & MythsControversy & Myths
Research: EmpathyResearch: Empathy

Tabletop RPG = Higher Empathy than 
non-gamers. (Rivers 2016) (Yee 1999)

Play by Email (Computer) RPG = Lower Em -
pathy than non-gamers. (Douse 1993)
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Controversies & Myths
More Information

If interested in more detailed information, you can 

find many essays and separate slideshow presenta-

tions on the entire history of the controversies & 

myths about RPG available on the 

www.RpgResearch.comwebsite.
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Video Clip: Modern Inculcated Con-Video Clip: Modern Inculcated Con-
cepts – Big Bang Theory (2013)cepts – Big Bang Theory (2013)
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Clearly they were all having fun, 
and yet observe how the writers 
for “Penny” insisted on putting 
down the fun had by the others 
as lesser-than.
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The The GamGamer er ““FFlloateroater”” H Hypo-ypo-
tthheesissis

Why these stereotypes still being reinforced?
Besides typical “media hype”.

Observations leading to this hypothesis.
Unlikely will ever be able to design an effective

research program to prove or disprove,
but seems a plausible explanation for stereotype

fulfillment in public view at game stores,
conventions, and other public

“Pick Up Game” (PUG)
related events.
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What do these people have in common?What do these people have in common?

NellyNelly
(Ra(Rap Musp Musi-i-

ciacian)n)

Sarah Michelle Sarah Michelle 
GellerGeller
(Actor)(Actor)

Judi Judi 
DenchDench
(Actor)(Actor)

Harrison Harrison 
FordFord

(Actor)(Actor)

Jennifer LopezJennifer Lopez
(Mus(Musicician & Acian & Act-t-

or)or)

Vin Dies-Vin Dies-
elel

(Actor)(Actor)

Hulk Hulk 
HoganHogan

(Wrestler)(Wrestler)Tim DuncanTim Duncan
(2(2x Nx NBA ChaBA Champi-mpi-

on)on)

TheTheyy  aarere role role-p-pllaayying ing 
gagamersmers
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Vin Diesel and D&DVin Diesel and D&D
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FaFammouous s ““NNotot So So Ge Geeekkyy” G” Gaamer-mer-
ss

Vin Diesel (Action film actor)

Kobe Bryant (NBA)

Nelly (Rap musician)

Hulk Hogan (“Wrestler”)

Emilio Estevez (Actor)

Bare Naked Ladies (Band)

Metallica (Band)

Alice Cooper (Musician)

Dave Chappelle (Comedian)

Ewan MacGregor (Actor)

Harrison Ford (Actor)

Jacques Villeneuve (Formula 
One racing champion)

Alice Cooper (Musician)

Nelly (Musician)

Lou Ferrigno (Body Builder / In -
credible Hulk)
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Famous Female GamersFamous Female Gamers
Daryl Hannah
Jennifer Lopez (J-Lo)
Jenny McCarthy
Judi Dench (Famous Brit -

ish actress as Money 
Penny in James Bond 
Movies)

Sarah Michelle Gellar

Claudia Christensen

Felicia Day

Paget Brewster
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Famous “Geeky” Gamer-Famous “Geeky” Gamer-
ss

Jon Stewart
Stephen Colbert
Billy Crystal
Robin Williams
Mike Myers
Ben Aflac
Nathon Fillion
George Lucas

Seth Greene
Joss Whedon
Conan O'Brien
Stephen King
Jack Black
Marilyn Manson
Bill Gates
Stephen Spielberg
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CCoommppuutteer r GamGamerer D Dememograpographhicicss H High-igh-
lights (2015 ESA Report)lights (2015 ESA Report)

44% Female (all video games)
Avg. age female gamers: 43
Avg. age male gamers: 35
~40% of video/computer games sold/played are 

Role-playing Game related (RPG, Adventure, Ac -
tion, & Mixed)

http://www.theesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/ESA-Essential-Facts-2015.pdf  
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Gaming MarketGaming Market
Depending on your definition of a role-playing game, in the video games 

realm, anywhere from 200 million to 480 million paying 
computer-based gamers play per year from 2008 through 2011. In 2009 
U.S. gamers spent $3.8 billion USD to play MMO games in 2009. 
(Bayer, 2010)
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Video/Computer Games in DeclineVideo/Computer Games in Decline
Boardgames on the Rise (ESA 2015)Boardgames on the Rise (ESA 2015)
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Recession's upside: Family game night

Many parents are cutting spending on vacations 
and lavish toys, but spending more on board 
games for home 
http://www.post-gazette.com/life/lifestyle/2009/07/05/Recession-s-upside-Family-game-night/stories/200907050244

Recession Economics: Video Games De-Recession Economics: Video Games De-
cline, cline, 

BoBoaarrdd Ga Games (mes (&& TRPG TRPG)) Do Doububle Digle Digiit t 
GrGroowthwth
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There are hundreds, if not  thousands, 
of different tabletop role-playing 

game systems besides D&D.
 

They fit the needs of every variant of 
genre, gaming style, and setting ima-

ginable.

Diversity of RPGsDiversity of RPGs
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While D&D originally was mostly designed for “swords & sor-
cery” type gaming (though sometimes included science fic-
tion cross-overs), later products from TSR and many other 
companies, covered every genre imaginable; SciFi, police pro-
cedural, historical settings, biblical, 1920s-40s Noir detective 
mysteries, horror, supernatural, zombies, dystopic futures, al-
ternative pasts, purely political settings, purely social drama 
settings, westerns, road-warrior settings, and innumerable 
others.

Diversity of RPGs: GenreDiversity of RPGs: Genre
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Diversity of RPGs: FormatDiversity of RPGs: Format
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Research: Gender Bias inResearch: Gender Bias in
The Gaming Community & IndustryThe Gaming Community & Industry
Pilot research program took place throughout 
2013.IRB waiver acquired from WSU in 2015 to imple-
ment
formal research project at WorldCon 73.Now in data analysis 
phase.
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Research: Gender Bias inResearch: Gender Bias in
The Gaming Community & IndustryThe Gaming Community & Industry

 Pilot program: 164 respondents. Mostly 
Spokane 

area participants. 2015 Program: 120+ respondents. Participants 
from throughout world.
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Key Aspects of RPG: OverviewKey Aspects of RPG: Overview

 Imagination  and creativity , especially creative solu -
tions to challenges, as just a couple of obvious skills 
that are automatically necessary (and developed).

 Players assume the roles of characters  (usually in a fic -
tional setting).

 Players control the actions of the character(s) within a 
narrative style.
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Key Aspects of RPG: OverviewKey Aspects of RPG: Overview

 Interactive and collaborative storytelling  are particu -
larly used with tabletop RPGs, many LARPs, and 
sometimes in computer-based variants.

 Suspension of disbelief.

 Players make decisions  to determine what courses of 
action may be available for the character.

 Structure/rules.
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 Actions are either representational  (as in the case of tab -

letop RPG), or actual (clicking the mouse to make a 

character “do something” in computer-based RPG, or 

actually physically taking action in LARP).

Key Aspects of RPG: ActionsKey Aspects of RPG: Actions
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 Actions may be as simple as a player electing to have 

their character remain silent, begin speaking, search-

ing, picking up an (imaginary or real) object, solving 

puzzles, interacting with others, overcoming physical 

obstacles (real or imaginary), engagement in “combat”, 

or many other options.

Key Aspects of RPG: ActionsKey Aspects of RPG: Actions
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 Within the narrative context, there are generally struc-

tured rules systems to determine success or failure of 

attempted actions. These systems often allow a player's 

character to far exceed the actual abilities of the player-

.

Key Aspects of RPG: ActionsKey Aspects of RPG: Actions
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 Characters generally evolve and develop over time 

through overcoming challenges.

Key Aspects of RPG: ActionsKey Aspects of RPG: Actions
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Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

In “The Structural Elements of Games”,
E.M. Avedon detailed 8 interaction patterns 

inherent to all recreational activities.
 This section of the presentation correlates 

these interaction patterns and the differences 
between the various RPG formats.

Intra-individu-
al

Extra-Individu-
al

Aggreg-
ate

Inter-Individual

Unilater-
al

Multilater-
al

Inter-
group

Intra-
group

GOAL
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Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

* = Standard for this RPG variant.
CYOA= Choose your Own Adventure
RPG = Role-Playing Game
TRPG = Tabletop RPG
SRPG = Solo RPG
CRPG = Computer-based RPG
SCRPG = Solo Computer-based RPG
CCG/TCG = Collectible/Tradeable Card Game
PvP = Player versus Player
GvP = Group versus Player
GvG = Group versus Group
LARP = Live-Action Role-Playing
MMORPG = Massive Multiplayer Online RPG
PBP = Play by Post / Mail / E-mail / Forum

Abbreviations 
used
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Intra-individu-
alAction taking place within the mind of a person or ac-

tion involving the mind and a part of the body, but re-
quiring no contact with another person or external ob-
ject.  (Avedon, 1974, p. 164). 

RPG Application: While not directly applicable to a 
specific RPG format, imagination, reflection, “fantasiz-
ing”, projection, qualifies according to the reference 
and is certainly a critical component.

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

Intern-
al
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Extra-Individu-
alAction directed by a person toward an object on the environ-

ment,
requiring no contact with another person.
(Avedon, 1974, p. 164).

“... many individuals with disabilities and/or illnesses spend a
large amount of t ime alone and thus need leisure skills that
can be engaged in while alone...”

“... extra-individual activities are therefore a must for program 
consideration.”  
(Stumbo & Peterson, “Cookbook”, p. 188)

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

RPG Application: CYOA*, SRPG*, SCRPG*.

Solo Activ-
ity
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Aggreg-
ateAction directed by a person toward an object in the environ-

ment while in the company of other persons who are also 
directing action toward objects in the environment. Action 
is not directed toward one another, and no interaction 
between participants is required or necessary (Avedon, 
1974, p. 165). 

“Because many people with disabilities and/or illnesses 
spend time alone , they should have a repertoire of activities

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

RPG Application: CYOA, SRPG, SCRPG, with possible addition of competitive vari -
ants, additionally painting miniatures, and completing character sheets for TRPG.

Parallel but separate
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Inter-
Individual

Action of a competitive nature directed by one person to-
ward another. (Avedon, 1974, p. 166).

“A characteristic of these activities is playing by the rules 
and regulating one's behavior according to the rules in or-
der to participate successfully.”(Stumbo & 
Peterson, “Cookbook”, p. 188)

RPG Application: CCG/TCG*, PBP, PvP TRPG, PvP 
CRPG, 

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns

Person to Per-
son

One to one
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Unilater-
al

Action of a competitive nature among three or more persons, one of 
whom is an antagonist, or “it”. (Avelon, 1974, p. 167).

RPG Application: PBP, GvP TRPG, GvP MMORPG, GvP 
LARP.

All against 
one

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Multilateral

Action of a competitive nature among three or more person-
s, with no one person as an antagonist (Avedon, 1974, p. 
168).

“Obviously, many clients need to work up to this type of in-
teraction pattern, because it places high demands on in-
ternal initiative and independence.” (Stumbo & 
Peterson, “Cookbook”, p. 188)

RPG Application: PBP, PvP TRPG, PvP MMORPG, PvP 
LARP.

EvE
Everyone vs. everyone
Everyone for themselves

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intergroup

Action of a competitive nature between two or more intragroups 
(Avedon, 1974, p. 170).

RPG Application: GvG TRPG, GvG MMORPG, LARP*.

Team vs. 
Team

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intragroup

Action of a cooperative nature by two or more persons intent 
upon reaching a mutual goal. Action requires positive verbal and 
nonverbal interaction (Avedon, 1974, p. 169).

RPG Application: PBP, TRPG*, MMORPG, LARP.

GOAL

Cooperative,
All for one, one for all

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intragroup

“Learning how to cooperate and function successfully as a group 
member is a difficult task, but one that most clients 
need.”(Stumbo & Peterson, “Cookbook”, p.191) 

“Activities in this category are essential in helping establish so-
cial skills, since so many interactions in life require compromise 
and cooperation. Family life, most social situations, and work are 
everyday examples that require intragroup interaction abilities.” 
(Stumbo & Peterson, “Cookbook”, p.192)

GOAL

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intragroup

“Programming activities in this category is overwhelmingly im-
portant when we wish to assist clients in the development of pos-
itive and cooperative interactional skills.” (192)

“Many professional feel that competitive activities are overem-
phasized in therapeutic recreation programs. The concept that 
fun has to involve doing someone else in or beating the other per-
son is indeed narrow. Enjoyment should be fostered through co-
operative action as well.” (192)

GOAL

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intragroup

“Finding or creating good activities that utilize the intragroup pattern is 
a challenge for the therapeutic recreation specialist. It often is difficult 
to establish a mutual goal that is attractive enough to the participants to 
establish a mutual goal that is attractive enough to the participants to fa-
cilitate positive interactions.”(192)

“Nevertheless, the benefits  resulting from successful participa-
tion in intragroup activities make the effort well worthwhile.” 
(192)

GOAL

Avedon Interaction Pat-Avedon Interaction Pat-
ternsterns
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Intragroup

Game Theory refers to this cooperative role--
playing gaming as a nonzero-sum game, 
(Schick) participants are able to experience 
overcoming challenges and achieving success 
without it being at the cost of fellow players.

GOAL

Game TheoryGame Theory
TRTRPGs aPGs arere Non Non-ze-zero-ro-susum m 

GamGameses
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There is a simple diagram, 
based on the Bartle Test, 
that quickly sums up some 
very basic aspects of differ-
ent computer-based RPG 
player types (over-simpli-
fied of course).

RPG Gamer TypesRPG Gamer Types
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RPG Format: CYOARPG Format: CYOA
Choose Your Own
Adventure Books.

Basically a book with if/then/goto 
statements.

Rigid structure.

Learn through trial & error,
Dozens to hundreds of different 

endings possible.
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RPG Format: CYOARPG Format: CYOA
Choose Your Own
Adventure Books.

Some offer additional complexity 
& flexibility with character sheets, 
dice, maps, etc. (Solo RPG vari -

ant)

Here is a quick example... Audi -
ence Participation
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RPG Format: TabletopRPG Format: Tabletop

Tabletop RPG seems to be the most misunderstood 
format of RPG even though it is the original. It also 

may have the most potentially untapped as a therapeut-
ic resource, especially as related to the TR profession.

hhttpttp://www.wa://www.watchthtchthegaegammers.-ers.-
ccomom//
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RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

Tabletop Role playing gaming can be summed up as -

 “interactive storytelling”, with structured rules. 
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The participants create
on paper imaginary

characters in a story run
by the “game master” or “narrator” 

who acts as writer,
director and referee of this imaginary, 

verbal-only play. 

RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

The The acactivtiviityty is is sim similailar tor to chi childhooldhood “d “llet's pret's pretenetend”d”
gamgamees ss suuchch a as “s “copcops as and rnd robbersobbers”” or or “ “ttrreaseasure ure 
hunthunt””,,
butbut  wiwithth  ssomomee key d key diffeifferenrencceses, , esesppececiialalllyy str strucucture.ture.
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Tabletop RPG does not use costumes or props.

At the most basic, it is merely a friendly group of 
people having fun sitting down to use their imagina -
tions to verbally work together collaboratively creat -
ing a story, overcoming imaginary challenges, and 

achieving goals in a structured way. 

RPG Format: Tabletop RPG
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Example Starting Tabletop RPG with a new player
Movie: The Gamers 2

hhttpttp://www.wa://www.watchthtchthegaegammers.-ers.-
ccomom//
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Jessica Statsky, author of the essay Children Need to 
Play, Not Compete, expressed her concern about the 
over-competitive attitude towards play, and lack of co-
operation-based activities by stating:

“Their goals should be having fun, learning, and being 
with friends. Although winning does

add to the fun, too many adults lose sight of what mat -
ters and make winning the most important

goal.”

RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG
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RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

The Tolkien Moot VII (2011) Annual Convention – Youth RPG 
Tables
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There are very few social table-top recreation activit -
ies available that are cooperative rather

than competitive in nature. 

Role playing gaming is by design a cooperative past 
time, which in and of itself may have significant be-
nefits in the world where everything is becoming 
competitive at all ages and levels of society. 

RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG
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RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

The 73rd Annual Science Fiction & Fantasy Convention – World Con 73
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 1 Game Master (GM) (aka referee, storyteller, 
narrator, rules master)

 1 to 7+ Players
 Some randomizing agent (such as dice, cards, 

spinner, etc.)
 Paper / Character Sheets
 Pencils
 Comfortable non-distracting seating
 RPG game system rulebook(s).

RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

Requirement-
s:
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 Published adventure “modules”.

 Drawing boards and/or “Battle mats”.

 Miniatures (whole other area of potential use with 

sculpting, molding, creating, painting, etc.)

RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

Optional:
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RPG Format: Tabletop RPGRPG Format: Tabletop RPG

Examples of RPG accessories: Miniatures, battle mats, tiles, building, trees, maps, 
etc.
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Example Player Character 
Sheet

(Tabletop) (Tabletop) 
RPG ExampleRPG Example

Hawke's SimpleRPG
1940s Noir Setting

“The Case of the Miss-
ing Surgeon”

From TR Program Plan:
Using Tabletop Activities to 
Teach ASD / PDD Population 

in the use Of Civic / Com-
munity Resources.
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Example Player Character 
Sheet

(Tabletop) (Tabletop) 
RPG ExampleRPG Example

Hawke's SimpleRPG
1940s Noir Setting

“The Case of the Miss-
ing Surgeon”

From TR Program Plan:
Using Tabletop Activities to 
Teach ASD / PDD Population 

in the use Of Civic / Com-
munity Resources.
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(Table(Tabletop)top) R RPG PG 
EExaxammppllee“You and your friends have just walked into the courtyard 

of an ancient building. The courtyard is approximately 
forty feet square. The walls, built of a tan colored stone 
material apparently indigenous to the area, aligned with 

the points of the compass. They are about thirty feet 
high. You entered from an opening in the south wall. 

You see the north wall has some stairs leading up along 
the outside of the inner wall, and the east wall on your 

right has what appears to be a solid metal door hanging 
open on rusted hinges. The walls are crumbling in 
places, and much is overgrown with ivy and weeds.
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 In the center is a large fountain about fifteen feet high in 
what appears to be the form of a series of three success -
ively smaller flower-like terraces. Surprisingly, the foun -
tain is currently spouting clear and cool looking water. 

Peering at the water, you are more acutely aware of how 
dry your mouths are after a long day's hike through the 
surrounding desert, with not water previously in sight. 
The wind is picking up as a storm from the south, with 

lightning and dark clouds gathering, quickly ap -
proaches. The temperature is quickly dropping by the 

minute...
What do you do?”

(Table(Tabletop)top) R RPG PG 
EExaxammppllee
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At this point, those playing in the game each take turns telling the 
GM and the other players what actions their character will take. 

Some will have mundane results, others could have surprising con-
sequences. Dice are frequently used to simulate the random events 
that can occur in life, and make it unknown in advance, even to the 

narrator/GM, what exactly will happen next. For example, 
someone may decide to climb the stairs, where there are some loose 
steps, and depending on how agile the player's character is, with a 

roll of the dice, that character may leap to the top unscathed, or 
may have a bit of a fall to deal with. Of course, there also could be 
trouble in the form of ill-intentioned bandits lurking within the en-

trance of the rusted door....
Next: Video Clip Excerpts from The Gamers 2: Dorkness Rising

(Table(Tabletop)top) R RPG PG 
EExaxammppllee
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The Game Adventure: Famous 
Heart Surgeon is Missing!

The local doctor has gone missing! 
The famous heart surgeon, Dr. 
David Stevens has been reported 
missing by his wife Martha. The 
Stevens have two children Danny 
(Age 10) and Kathrine (Age 8). 

Bewildered and distraught, the fam-
ily needs your help in order to find 

their husband and
father.

TThhe e CCaase se ooff  tthhe Me Missing Sissing Suur-r-
geogeonn
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Dr. Stevens has allegedly been missing for 
48 hours and was last seen by his wife at 

his location of practice, Westwood Memori-
al Hospital; Westwood, Chicago. Since the 
police won't act until he has been missing 
for at least 72 hours, they won't even file a 
missing persons report, but Mrs. Stevens 
wants help now. Therefore, police at this 
time are no use to this frantic family that 
has no idea what to assume at this point.
Martha’s greatest fear is that David was 
having an affair and has run away to an 
unknown destination with some harlot. 

TThhe e CCaase se ooff  tthhe Me Missing Sissing Suur-r-
geogeonn
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David had always been known as a workahol-
ic and that the people he works with are the 

ones that claim to know him better 
than his own family.

Mrs. Stevens has come to your private detect-
ive office asking you to find out what has 

happened to her husband. The rest of you reg-
ularly help the private 

detective to solve capers. 

Mrs. Stevens has provided you with the ad-
dress to his office to

begin your investigation...

TThhe e CCaase se ooff  tthhe Me Missing Sissing Suur-r-
geogeonn
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Tabletop RPG &“Flow” Experi-
ence

A common experience I have witnessed frequently with Tabletop 
Role-Playing Gamers (and other formats to varying degrees), when the 
balance of challenge is focus is right, is the experience called by Mi-
halyi Csikszentmihalyi's, “Flow”, which is found to be a transcendent 
experience consistent across all demographics, age, gender, culture, etc.

The next slide presents a brief video clip with a nice example of an aspect 
of the flow experience.
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ExExampamplle e ofof  TTRPRPG FloG Floww  EExpexperieriencncee
Clip from Gamers 2: Dorkness Rising, Flow, loss of time.Clip from Gamers 2: Dorkness Rising, Flow, loss of time.

hhttpttp://www.wa://www.watchthtchthegaegammers.-ers.-
ccomom//
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RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG

 Solo Solo

 Multi-player Multi-player

ComComppuutteer-r-babassed ed RRPPGGs as arere av avaaiilalable able as:s:
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 Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 
(text-based)

 Zork (text-based)

 Dragon Age

 Skyrim

Photos of Felicia Day in Dragon Age: Redemption the movie (upper-
),

and the video game (lower)

SoSome me wwelell-knol-known solo wn solo 
RRPPGGs:s:

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
SoloSolo
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 MUSH

 MUD

 MOO

 MMORPG

 PBP/PBM/PBEM

 Cooperative & PvP

Some of these games can switch between solo and multi-player modes.

TTherhere ae arree m mananyy diffe differerentnt
tytyppees os of f mulmultiti-p-playlayer er 
CCRPGs:RPGs:

http://watchtheguild.comhttp://watchtheguild.com
  

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Multi-playerMulti-player
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Dungeons & Dragons Online

Lord of the Rings Online

World of Warcraft

Neverwinter Nights

Ultima Online

Baldur's Gate

Eve Online

Some of these games can alternate between solo and multi-player modes.

SomeSome  welwell-l-kknnownown M Mulultiti-pl-playayer er tititltlees s in-in-
ccllude:ude:

http://watchtheguild.comhttp://watchtheguild.com
  

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Multi-playerMulti-player
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Whether offline or online, some games are real-time 
action, while others are turn-based.

Turn-based games will wait for a player's input (poten-
tially waiting indefinitely in some cases), while real--
time is much more dependent upon fast reflexes.

This is an important consideration when utilizing com-
puter-based RPG as an intervention for some clients 
unable to respond quickly enough for a real-time style 
CRPG.

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Real-time vs. Turn-basedReal-time vs. Turn-based
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Personally I find all of the computer-based RPGs 
lacking compared to Tabletop & LARP, but I do see 
the potential merit for some clients , when used ap-
propriately.
 
The feeling of something lacking in CRPGs likely 
has much to do with my personal style and prefer-
ences in the gaming experience.
I like to derive from RPG, cooperative social narrat-
ive to achieve common goals.

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
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I have met many recreation therapists and TR pro-
fessors with a “any screen is a bad screen” ap-
proach to program planning, and consider any 
video games counter to TR.

Though there are some more accepting of physic-
al interface game systems like the Wii.

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Screen TimeScreen Time
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While it is true that so many people need to un-
plug and get away from those screens, there are 
clients where screen-based interventions such as 
computer-based RPG could be extremely valu-
able, for example working on neuroplasticity-re-
lated goals for TBI clients.

More on this topic will be discussed later.

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Screen TimeScreen Time
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A number of research projects are determining 
what is a “healthy” amount of computer-based 
game time for players in general, and what begins 
to become detrimental.

From several sources, the current consensus 
seems to be about 30-60 minutes per day is very 
healthful and helpful, while getting near the 2+ 
hours mark becomes counter-productive.

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
Screen TimeScreen Time
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“Children who play computer or video games for up to an 
hour daily are the most sociable, happy and least hyperact-
ive, Oxford University study finds.” (Gosden)

“Simone Kuhn, a researcher at the Max Planck Institute for 
Human Development in Berlin, has found that the prefrontal 
cortex actually grows thicker and gray matter more volumin-
ous in people who play games as humble as "Super Mario 
64," changes that could improve memory and navigational 
ability.” (Keilman)

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
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There are actually two forms of escapism: self-suppression 
and self-expansion. She described self-suppression as run-
ning away from unpleasant thoughts, perceptions and emo-
tions; self-expansion is actively seeking new skills, stronger 
relationships and positive experiences. 

RPG Formats: CRPGRPG Formats: CRPG
EscapismEscapism

AcAccorcorddiningg t to Mo MccGoGonnigaigal, thel, the d dififferfereence nce bbeettweeween n thethese se ttwowo
is cis coomparmparaableble to to the the d diiffefferenrenccee  betwebetweenen  sayinsaying,g,  ""EEvveerytrythinhingg  
susuckscks, , ssoo I' I'm m gogoing toing to  ggoo pla playy
  gagammeess,," " veversrsusus "Life "Life i iss b betteetterr
whenwhen  II h haaveve t timime to pe to playlay
ggamameses."." ( (MMcGcGoonigal)nigal)
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RPG Formats – CRPG – Violence
Trait-based Variance

Effects of Trait Hostility, Mapping Interface, and Character Identification on Aggressive 
Thoughts and Overall Game Experience After Playing a Violent Video Game - Younbo Jung, 
PhD, Namkee Park, PhD, and Kwan Min Lee, PhD - Cyberpsychology, Behavior, and Social 
Networking
December 2015, 18(12): 711-717. doi:10.1089/cyber.2014.0648.

Abstract
This study investigated the effects of trait-level hostility, interface types, and character identi-
fication on aggressive thoughts and overall game experience after playing a violent video 
game. Results showed that the mapping interface made participants with high trait--
level hostility more readily accessible to aggressive contracts, yet it did not have any 
significant impact for participants with low trait-level hostility. Participants with low 
trait-level hostility reported more positive game experience in the mapping interface con-
dition, while participants with high trait-level hostility in the same condition reported more neg-
ative game experience. Results also indicated that character identification has moderating ef-
fects on activating aggressive thoughts and mediating effects on overall game experience. Im-
plications regarding possible ways of reducing potentially negative outcomes from violent 
games are discussed.
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RPG Formats: LARP
Generally most people seem to think this is the 

only form of LARP (combat):
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RPG Formats: LARP
Combat
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RPG Formats - LARP
Generally most people seem to think that the combat form is 

the only form of LARP (boffer):
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There are as many
genres of LARP as 
TRPG & CRPG.
these are expressed
in various ways including:

 Boffer (light combat / demonstrative)
 Heavy combat / reenactment
 Non-combat (free-form, theater-style, salon)

RPG Formats – LARPRPG Formats – LARP
SubtypesSubtypes
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RPG Formats - LARPRPG Formats - LARP
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RPG Formats - LARPRPG Formats - LARP
From a visual perspective, one could interpret 
Live-Action Role-Playing available in 3 primary vis -

ible forms (with many sub-sets therein):
 Plainclothes (no costuming, minimal/no props)

 No Combat vs. Combat-focused.

 Costumed/props
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Roleplaying, especially Live-action, may be seen as part of a move-
ment in Western culture towards participatory arts, as opposed to 
traditional spectator arts. Participants in a LARP cast off the role 
of passive observer and take on new roles that are often outside 
of their daily life and contrary to their culture.[65] (Wikipedia)

RPG Formats - LARPRPG Formats - LARP

NorNorttheaheasstt Y Yououthth Ce Cententerr
htthttpp::// /s/spokpokaneaneneneycyc.-.-
ccomom//
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The arrangers of a LARP and the other participants act as 
co-creators of the game.[66] This collaborative process of 
creating shared fictional worlds may be associated with a 
broader burgeoning "geek" culture in developed societies 
that is in turn associated with prolonged education, high up-
take of information technology and increased leisure time.
[67] (Wikipedia)

RPG Formats - LARPRPG Formats - LARP

TolkTolkieien n MMoot Annuaoot Annual l CConveonvention – http://wwntion – http://www.w.tolktolkieienmoot.or-nmoot.or-
gg
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In comparison to the mainstream 
video-game industry, which is 
highly commercialized and often 
marketed towards a male audi -
ence, LARP is less commodit -
ized, and women actively con -
tribute as authors and parti -
cipants.[68] (Wikipedia)

RPG Formats - LARPRPG Formats - LARP

LALARP aRP as Thes Therarapy Papy Panenell  D Disciscusussion –sion – Vid Videeo: http://rpgr.org/lao: http://rpgr.org/larp-ther-rp-ther-
aapypy-ha-hanngoutgout
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RPG Formats – LARPRPG Formats – LARP
Non-combat StyleNon-combat Style

The Gamers 3: Hands of Fate – Non-combat, costumed, LARP example
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Pros & Cons of Each RPG FormatPros & Cons of Each RPG Format

The following section quickly summarized the pros 

and cons of each of the RPG formats, CYOA, 

TRPG, CRPG, & LARP.
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CYOA: ProsCYOA: Pros

Accessible to a wide population
Flexible time commitment
Well structured
Reusable
Inexpensive
Easy TRS training curve
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CYOA: ConsCYOA: Cons
Not social (unless modified/adapted to be read aloud 

by others).
Rigidly structured, doesn't allow flexibility outside of 

the if/then design.
Does really allow for “character” development.
Requires matching language ability
Requires reading skills, or someone to read for them.
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TRPG: ProsTRPG: Pros
Very social

Cooperative game-play (rather than competitiveness of CRPG and LARP).

Accessible to wide range of populations.

Inexpensive initial investment and long-term reusability

Encourages creativity.

Unlimited flexibility of options.

Easy to find players/groups in small cities (or larger).

Easy to find locations to play – table and chairs.

Very little equipment needed, typically just paper, pencil, dice.

Can encourage many other interests (history, literature, cartography, painting, sculpt -
ing, metalurgy, physics, etc.).

Ancillary activities like miniature painting, terrain building, etc.
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TRPG: ConsTRPG: Cons

Not physically active (no current research on obesity rates as there is 
for computer-based).

Difficult to find players/groups in small towns

Ongoing societal stigma, and outright hostility in some locations.

Requires social, communication, and cooperative problem-solving 
skills.

Without strongly skilled GM or TRS supervision, if participants lack-
ing in social skills, can break down and lead to group dissolution
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CRPG: ProsCRPG: Pros
Readily available in many styles, formats, genres, titles.

Very popular and more culturally accepted than TRPG or LARP.

More flexible options than CYOA.

Online versions can join with existing friends/family, or make new friends online

Easy to find others to game with online...

Research shows about 1 hour per day very beneficial to key brain development.

Many adaptive interfaces available for those with severe disabilities.

Can help bed-ridden or socially phobic participants can connect with world when 
they would otherwise normally be socially isolated, behind the safety of the 
screen/keyboard/console.
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CRPG: ConsCRPG: Cons
Not physically active, research shows higher levels of obesity.

Offline versions not social.

Online versions can have “rough” online communities and poor social experiences.

Much more controlling structure than TRPG or LARP (less freedom).

Typically doesn't encourage strong communication skills.

Companies build in too much “grinding” and “hooking” to make money rather than 
enjoyment of game, this can feed “Addictive-like” behavior patterns (by design).

Can be expensive, up-front costs $60+, monthly 15+, gaming hardware upgrades, 
etc.

Online “anonymity” can lead to incendiary behavior and mistreatment of others.
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LARP: ProsLARP: Pros
Physically active (degree varies).
Accessible to wide range of populations.
Team-work.
Encourages creativity.
Encourages problem-solving skills.
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LARP: ConsLARP: Cons
Often competitive rather than cooperative.

The Combat-centered LARPs more athletics-focused, excluding many 
other player-types.

Can be somewhat expensive for equipment/costumes, though less ex-
pensive usually than Computer-based RPG.

Hard to find groups in area.

Location accommodations can be challenging and/or limited by weath-
er if outdoors.

Ongoing social stigma, and downright hostility in many locations 
(more than all the other forms of RPG). 
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RRegaregarding Rding RPGPG R Re-e-
ssearearchch

As As yoyouu  hhaaveve s seeneen in in this this presentat presentation, tion, thhereere is is plenty of str plenty of strong ong corcorrrelelatiativeve evi evid-d-
enceence  tthhaat tt thohororougughlyhly disprov disproveess the the negative s negative stterereotypes about eotypes about rrolole-e-plplayiaying ng 
gamgameerrss..

UUnnffororttuunnatatelely ty thehere ire is onlys only a  a limitedlimited amo amount of unt of cacausalusal r researesearch extant.ch extant.

ArAre e rroleole--plplayayining gg gamamers sers strontronger inger in s socociial sal skkills, ills, llowowerer depres depressision & suion & suicciidede  
rraates, tes, lelessss v violiolentent, le, less criminss criminal, mal, more eore emmpapathethetic, strotic, strongernger i in pn prrobloblem solem solviving ng 
sskikillllss,,  eetctc. . bebecacaususe oe of  thf  their peir particarticipipationation  in rin roleole-pl-playiaying gamng gamiing necessng necessiitattatining de-g de-
vvelelopmenopmentt in in th thosose (e (and and manmanyy mor more) are) areeas?  Oras?  Or ar are pe peopleople ale alrreeadyady str strongong i in n 
thethesese  aarereaas,s, lo lookokinging for an activ for an activity that mity that matcatchehes s theitheirr exc excepeptitionalonal attri attributes, butes, 
dradrawn twn too r roleole-p-playlayinging gam gaminging as as a  a means of utilizmeans of utiliziing thng theieirr str strong poiong poinntsts??

LLike thike the nature nature vs. nue vs. nurrturture dee debate, thibate, this is iss  lilikelkely a miy a mix. Whx. Whilile there ie there is quis quite a te a 
ggrrowinowing body of causalg body of causal r reseaesearrch rch relelated to ated to vviideo deo games (games (iinclncludiuding computer--ng computer--
bbased RPGased RPGs)s), the, therre ie is vers very ly liittlettle in t in the whe waayy  of controf controlollled studied studies on the caues on the caussaalilityty
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The basics for players can be picked up quickly.
Being a Game Master however takes a considerable 

amount of time to master.
For TRS interested in learning to run a tabletop RPG, 

there are 6 videos, about 3-4 hours each, that illus -
trate starting up a group from scratch.

The Spartan Show's Adventurer's Guild: The Worlds 
of Beru, using Dungeons & Dragons 5 th Edition (cur-
rently the latest version)

RPG Training for TR SpecialistsRPG Training for TR Specialists
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Recommended that  those interested in learning about 
RPGs, find local groups to join as a player, to learn -
ing the basics, before taking on the more challen -
ging task of running a group.

However, I have created some entry-level program 
plans, that walk a TRS through the entire process, as -
suming zero prior RPG experience.

I can assist in helping you find groups to join.

RPG Training for TR SpecialistsRPG Training for TR Specialists
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RPG Training for TR SpecialistsRPG Training for TR Specialists

I regularly provide phone, email, Skype support to TR 
specialists trying to ramp up

I can provide training remotely, or will come to your fa -
cilities to train specialists if needed.

The aforementioned videos available here:
http://rpgr.org/videos/the-adventurers-guild
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RPG Program Plan ExamplesRPG Program Plan Examples

RPG for Brain Injury recovery.
LARP for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Tod -

dlers.
Tabletop RPG & LARP for ASD youth & adults to 

learn use of public transit system.
Tabletop RPG for ASD, use of civic resources.
Tabletop RPG for Deaf Community.
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Example Program: RPG for Brain InjuryExample Program: RPG for Brain Injury

You may access the program plan files, and a full 
length (24:22) presentation with audio & WHO  
ICF/ICD codes, here: 
http://www.rpgresearch.com/brain-injury

 A significantly shortened summary of this program 
plan's presentation is included on the next few slides 
for a brief overview.

 Only a few key highlights will be covered in this 
presentation, but the extra details are included for 
your perusal after the presentation.
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A client with traumatic brain injury and multiple functional impairments submit-
ted for recreational therapy treatment.

The program plan utilizes all formats of RPG as intervention modalities.

TheseThese  ininjujurriesies & & sy symptmptomsoms ar are be baseasedd on on a amalgmalgaammatatioionn o off  actactuual casal cases.es.

Example Program: RPG for Brain InjuryExample Program: RPG for Brain Injury
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 The chosen recreational therapy activity for the client to achieve maxim-
al benefit toward recovery will involve four forms of role-playing 
game (RPG) approaches as the client progresses through 4 stages of 
the recovery process:

Stage 1 - “Choose Your Own Adventure” (CYOA)

Stage 2 - Computer-based (CRPG)

Stage 3 - Tabletop RPG

Stage 4 - Live-action (LARP)

Example Program: RPG for Brain InjuryExample Program: RPG for Brain Injury
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As the client gradually improves functionality, the 

client can progressively take on greater chal -

lenges toward increasing self-sufficiency capabil -

ities.

Example Program: RPG for Brain InjuryExample Program: RPG for Brain Injury
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RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 1 Recovery Stage 1 

Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment

Client was involved in an accident and received multiple injuries to vari-
ous parts of the brain (and body). This example program plan will fo-
cus mostly on the TBI-related issues in this scenario.

This TBI case includes diffuse injury, and some localized concussive and 
piercing injuries to specific parts of the brain.

The client's initial functional level when RT is introduced to the case, is 
just coming out of an induced coma, with minimal interactive capacity.

The client's stamina is currently limited to durations around 15-30 
minutes between extended hours of rest.
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After consultation with the family and care-takers, it is determined that pri-
or to injury, one of the client's favorite activities included various forms 
of role-playing games.

The RPG intervention modality can also be considered even if the the client 
has never played RPGs previously, but showed high levels of interest in 
many genres, for example “Noir mysteries”, “Fantasy” or “Science fic-
tion”, “Super Heroes”, “Procedural Police”, in books, television, or 
movies.

Client mostly preferred tabletop, but had dabbled with both computer-based 
and live-action forms.

As client slowly regains various levels of  functioning, modified versions of 
RPG will be presented in which the client may participate.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 1: CYOA Recovery Stage 1: CYOA 

Client Function Overview / PlanningClient Function Overview / Planning
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The RT asks the client, “Would you like to play a simple version of a 
role-playing game?”. “Squeeze/blink once for yes, two for no.” 
Client indicates yes...

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 1: CYOARecovery Stage 1: CYOA

Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation
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“This adventure is set in Chicago during the 'Roaring '20's'. 
It is a mystery-style adventure.”

Of course any genre/setting will work. 

“You will have three characters you can choose from. I will 
first list the three options, then I will ask you which one 
you prefer as I go through the list a second time. You will 
then indicate 'yes' when I mention the character you 
want.” 

“You may choose to play: 1. A Police Detective, 2. A Priv-
ate Eye, 3. An Investigative Reporter.”

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 1: CYOARecovery Stage 1: CYOA

Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation
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Basic cognition
Social interaction
Simple to moderate problem solving
Speech comprehension
Encourages brain plasticity
Relevant codes.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 1Recovery Stage 1

Client Function Overview / Evalu -Client Function Overview / Evalu -
ationation

As the client continues to recover, there should be measurable improve-
ments in the following areas:

Ongoing evaluation of program efficacy from the followup assessment  results will help determine what modifications 
should be made to the existing stage 1 program plan, and evaluating when to transition the client to stage 2.
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Client has regained full visual function.
Client has not regained most speech, only able to an -

swer with simple monosyllabic words.
Client has extremely labile facial expressions.
Client has significant aphasia, and is continuing treat -

ment with speech therapist. Long term prognosis is un -
certain, but hopeful.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 2Recovery Stage 2

Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment
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Client only has limited motor function of right arm, hand, and fingers, with 
full sensory response.

Client is able to move head slightly left and right, or up and down.

Client stamina is about 30 minutes.

Though client's cognitive functioning is improving, the client's ability to 
communicate is still severely limited.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 2Recovery Stage 2

Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment
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Based on client's current functioning, it is recommended to have 
the client try using a mouse, Wii-mote, or adaptive interface to 
participate in an offline computer-based RPG that is turn-based 
rather than real-time. 

The client is able to move and click both buttons on a mouse, can 
see the computer screen clearly, and has enough cognitive func-
tioning to interact in the game at a much higher level than be-
fore.

If client does not yet have sufficient motor skills, consider imple-
menting bio-and-neuro-feedback-based computer-based role--
playing game.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 2: CRPGRecovery Stage 2: CRPG

Client Function Overview / PlanningClient Function Overview / Planning
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Based on client's current functioning, it is recommended to have 
the client try using a mouse, Wii-mote, or adaptive interface to 
participate in an offline computer-based RPG that is turn-based 
rather than real-time. 

The client is able to move and click both buttons on a mouse, can 
see the computer screen clearly, and has enough cognitive func-
tioning to interact in the game at a much higher level than be-
fore.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 2: CRPGRecovery Stage 2: CRPG

Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation
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RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
ReRecovcoveeryry S Sttagage e 2: 2: CoComputmputeerr--babasseded
Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation

For clients with sufficiently function-
ing

motor skills development, use mouse,
adaptive mouse, or Wii-mote.

If insufficient motor skills function:
Bio/Neuro-feedback interface for turn--

based, computer-based, role-playing game
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RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
ReRecovcoveeryry S Sttagage e 2: 2: CoComputmputeerr--babasseded
Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation

Adaptive Game Interfaces: Quadriplegic
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RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
ReRecovcoveeryry S Sttagage e 2: 2: CoComputmputeerr--babasseded
Client Function Overview / ImplementationClient Function Overview / Implementation

Adapted Game Interfaces: Oversize Controller-
s
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General cognitive improvement.
Moderate problem solving development.
Audio and/or visual language comprehension.
Improvement of gross motor functions.
Improvement of fine motor functions.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
ReRecovcoveeryry S Sttagage e 2: 2: CoComputmputeerr--babasseded

Client Function Overview / EvaluationClient Function Overview / Evaluation
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Client has impairment around T1-T4, may be tem -
porary.

Client has regained use of entire upper body.
Client can engage in light speech using very simple 

sentences, but still has some aphasia.
Client can not move legs.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG
Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment
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Client has unpredictable control of bowels and bladder -
.

Client stamina has increased to about an hour for recre -
ational activity capacity before needing rest.

Client affect is no longer labile.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG
Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment
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Client now able to participate with minimal modifica -
tion in tabletop RPG.

Client using wheelchair. 
Some assistance is necessary from other participants to 

be patient and assist as needed when client has 
trouble communicating correct word or intention 
verbally.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG
Client Function Overview / AssessmentClient Function Overview / Assessment
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Client is able to fully manipulate, read, and calculate 
dice rolls and simpler character variable calculations, 
though may have some trouble with verbally express -
ing the result.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG

Client Function Overview / PlanClient Function Overview / Plan
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The client is able to pick up and roll dice
The client can comprehend letters, rulebooks, dialog, and 

mildly complex scenario puzzles.
Only minor modifications are necessary for client to parti-

cipate in this form of RPG.
The tabletop interaction with other players and the Game 

Master (GM) will need to operate at a slower pace 
than “normal”, but client will be able to participate with 
the complete tabletop experience.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG

Client Function Overview / PlanClient Function Overview / Plan
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Client can handle and write on paper with pencil.
Client can engage in adventure dialog between GM 

and other players.
Client understands and communicates desired player -

-character (PC) actions and action resolution.
Client understands rules discussion and enforcement, 

though occasional repetition or clarification may be 
necessary.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG

Client Function Overview / ImplementClient Function Overview / Implement
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Client can increasingly engage in social interaction 
with other players and GM.

Client can have increasingly complex dialog with 
other players and GM for both “in game” an -
d “out of game” discussions.

Client can engage in cooperative play with shared 
narrative, and increasingly complex problem solv -
ing through group interaction

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG

Client Function Overview / ImplementClient Function Overview / Implement
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Reading and reading comprehension
Social skills
Cooperative play
Joint and individual complex problem solving
Speech
Listening and comprehension
Math
Many others....

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPGRecovery Stage 3: Tabletop RPG

Client Function Overview / EvaluateClient Function Overview / Evaluate
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L3 injury. Prognosis likely permanent.
Client has regained some ability to walk with assist -

ance of support products (braces and crutches).
Client speech mostly recovered, but still occasional 

aphasia.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 4: LARPRecovery Stage 4: LARP

Client Function Overview / AssessClient Function Overview / Assess
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Client has improved from much of past amnesia, 
but still shows some continued loss of some past 
memories. 

Client no longer shows impairment to retaining 
new memories.

Client now able to control bodily functions without 
assistance from other people.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 4: LARPRecovery Stage 4: LARP

Client Function Overview / AssessClient Function Overview / Assess
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Client has some signs of “spastic” movement. Pro -
gnosis is positive if continue to engage in regular 
physical activities, but client is averse to “regu -
lar” workout regimen or physical therapy.

Client may engage in Live-action Role-play 
(LARP) with wheelchair and/or with 
braces/crutches.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 4: LARPRecovery Stage 4: LARP

Client Function Overview / AssessClient Function Overview / Assess
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Client is willing to try LARP for physical regimen.
Client initially participates in controlled clinical set -

ting with other “LARPers”.
Over time client may be able to participate in 

LARP activities outside of clinical setting.

RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 4: LARPRecovery Stage 4: LARP
Client Function Overview / PlanClient Function Overview / Plan
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RPG for TBIRPG for TBI
Recovery Stage 4: LARPRecovery Stage 4: LARP

Client Function Overview / ImplementClient Function Overview / Implement

From movie: “Knights of Badassdom” (2013)
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RPG for TBI SummaryRPG for TBI Summary

Through the use of role-playing games modified to fit 
the client's diverse needs, the client was able to re -
ceive a broad range of benefits from a favored recre -
ational activity that provided improvements to:
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RPG for TBI SummaryRPG for TBI Summary

Cognition
Speech
Social Interaction
Mathematics and general problem solving
Fine motor skills
Gross motor skills and balance.
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RPG for TBI SummaryRPG for TBI Summary

Because these activities match the client's leisure
interests well, combining the variety of options 
available with the adaptations from the TRS, 

the client is much more likely to continue enga -
ging 

in the activities after discharge, continuing to 
improve the prognosis for the long term recovery

outcome.
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Adapted Tabletop RPGAdapted Tabletop RPG
Population: DeafPopulation: Deaf
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Adapted Tabletop RPGAdapted Tabletop RPG
Population: DeafPopulation: Deaf
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Population: Deaf and hard of hearing, or anyone who can sign in 
ASL (or any signing language) with sufficient proficiency. Ages 
can range in groups from 8 to 13, 14 to 21, and 21 on up. Both 
male and female can equally participate.

Setting: Safe, quiet, comfortable, non--distracting room, or outdoor 
setting. Seating reasonably close enough and sufficient lighting for 
everyone to see each others' signing. Seating usually best in the 
shape of a circle or a square rather than a rectangle so signing 
can be seen by all fairly equally (compared to long rectangle mak-
ing it a bit more difficult to see everyone).

Adapted Tabletop RPGAdapted Tabletop RPG
Population: DeafPopulation: Deaf

More information: http://www.rpgresearch.com/deaf-rpg-1
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Adapted LARPAdapted LARP
PPopulaopulattiion: ASD on: ASD / P/ PDD Tod-DD Tod-

dledlersrs
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Adapted LARPAdapted LARP
PPopulaopulattiion: ASD on: ASD / P/ PDD Tod-DD Tod-

dledlersrs
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Adapted LARPAdapted LARP
PPopulaopulattiion: ASD on: ASD / P/ PDD Tod-DD Tod-

dledlersrs
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Cooperative Quest
Save the Royal Family
Multiple stages
Token-based reward economy options
Program trial observation notes
Reduction of stereotyped behavior
Enhanced focus and cooperation
Completion of program
Comparison to parallel programs at same time 
with same group

ASD ASD TToddloddleer r 
LLAARPRP
TTrialrial Ob Obseservation rvation 
NNotesotes
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A more complex answer would do more justice to the  results  so far , but the  short 
of it is, with proper program planning, observed significant reduction of " stereotyp-
ical" behaviors during the activities using Role-playing Game formulas compared 
to those activities without, b etter positive experiences with cooperative engage-
ment using Role-playing Game programs than those with out, bette r success rates  
at completing tasks cooperatively wi th Role-playing Game approach compared to 
non-RPG activities, improved effo rts at communication with oth ers when using 
Role-playing Game adapted activities th an those with out, a fter initial experiences 
with Role-playing Game much more likely to seek out opportunities in a more in-
trinsic self-motivation approach to engage in social tasks due to e njoyment of 
Role-playing Game despite the extra effort to w ork in a cooperatively social envir-
onment.

Both tabletop and live-action show significant benefits immediately and with only 
some modification necessary depending on the severity of symptoms, as long as 
certain controls are implemented (Balances), while computer-based needs signific-
antly more intervention to maintain balance, but can be achieved if implemented 
correctly.

ASD ASD TToddloddleer r 
LLAARPRP
TTrialrial Ob Obseservation rvation 
NNotesotes
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A more complex answer would do more justice to the  results  so far , but the  short 
of it is, with proper program planning, observed significant reduction of " stereotyp-
ical" behaviors during the activities using Role-playing Game formulas compared 
to those activities without, b etter positive experiences with cooperative engage-
ment using Role-playing Game programs than those with out, bette r success rates  
at completing tasks cooperatively wi th Role-playing Game approach compared to 
non-RPG activities, improved effo rts at communication with oth ers when using 
Role-playing Game adapted activities th an those with out, a fter initial experiences 
with Role-playing Game much more likely to seek out opportunities in a more in-
trinsic self-motivation approach to engage in social tasks due to e njoyment of 
Role-playing Game despite the extra effort to w ork in a cooperatively social envir-
onment.

Both tabletop and live-action show significant benefits immediately and with only 
some modification necessary depending on the severity of symptoms, as long as 
certain controls are implemented (Balances), while computer-based needs signific-
antly more intervention to maintain balance, but can be achieved if implemented 
correctly.

ASD ASD TToddloddleer r 
LLAARPRP
TTrialrial Ob Obseservation rvation 
NNotesotes
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A more complex answer would do more justice to the  results  so far , but the  short 
of it is, with proper program planning, observed significant reduction of " stereotyp-
ical" behaviors during the activities using Role-playing Game formulas compared 
to those activities without, b etter positive experiences with cooperative engage-
ment using Role-playing Game programs than those with out, bette r success rates  
at completing tasks cooperatively wi th Role-playing Game approach compared to 
non-RPG activities, improved effo rts at communication with oth ers when using 
Role-playing Game adapted activities th an those with out, a fter initial experiences 
with Role-playing Game much more likely to seek out opportunities in a more in-
trinsic self-motivation approach to engage in social tasks due to e njoyment of 
Role-playing Game despite the extra effort to w ork in a cooperatively social envir-
onment.

Both tabletop and live-action show significant benefits immediately and with only 
some modification necessary depending on the severity of symptoms, as long as 
certain controls are implemented (Balances), while computer-based needs signific-
antly more intervention to maintain balance, but can be achieved if implemented 
correctly.

PrProoggrram Plan: am Plan: PPAAVVEE  
GGrroupoup
ASD ASD YYooututhh  & & AAdultsdults
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Tabletop & 
LARP RPG Pro-
gram Plan for 
ASD Youth & 

Adults.

Tacoma PAVE

Adapted LARP
Population:ASD / PDD Youth & 

Adults

Targeted Skills: Public Transit & Social Skill-
s
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TTaacomacoma, Jul, July 20y 201313 Annual  Annual “Zombie“Zombie  
WWaalk”lk”

htthttpp::// /pos/postdetdefiancfiancee..ccomom/cr/crypticypticon-zomon-zombiebie-tag-he-tag-heaads-fords-for-ta--ta-
ccomomaa//
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IDEA = Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act

IEP = Individualized Education Program

Education Program Considera-
tions

IDEA IEP “related services” for 
ADD/ADHD

Targeted Skills: Problem Solving, Organizational, 
Math, 

The 2004 IDEA, a federal education law, “provides for a free appropri-
ate public education to children with disabilities who have an educa-
tional need and meet eligibility criteria.” Approximately 50% of chil-
dren with ADD/ADHD may need services under the IDEA. 
If the student meets the eligibility requirements under “Other Health 
Impairment (OHI)”, then they may receive such services. (Dendy 
184) 

“Students may receive any 'related services' recommended in the 
IEP – e.g., counseling groups, occupational therapy, instructions re-
garding study skills, organizational strategies, time management, 
problem solving, and/or anger management.” (Dendy 188)
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IDEA = Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act

IEP = Individualized Education Program

Targeted Skills: Problem Solving, Organizational, 
Math, 

While Recreation Therapy is not explicitly listed (as all to frequently hap-
pens with so many programs), a “gamification” TR-based Education pro-
gram plan utilizing RPGs could be developed and proposed targeting 
the “organizational strategies, time management, problem solving” and 
other relevant skills, for those students qualifying under this program.

People with ADD/ADHD need a higher level of stimulation or “novelty” 
to overcome the Executive Function (EF) and Dopamine receptor defi-
ciencies to aid in attention focus, and long-term memory encoding 
(Dendy 39), an RPG approach to covering these topics would likely be 
much more effective for a young student struggling to learn these critic-
al skills.

Education Program Considera-
tions

IDEA IEP “related services” for 
ADD/ADHD
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IDEA = Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act

IEP = Individualized Education Program

Targeted Skills: Problem Solving, Organizational, 
Math, 

Renate & Geofrey Caines of the Caine Learning Institute recommend 
3 teaching strategies for interactive learning:
1.  Orchestrated Immersion: Create a learning environment that sur-

rounds the student with interesting, related, hands-on activities 
2.  Relaxed alertness: Eliminate fear while creating a challenging 

learning environment.
3.  Active processing: Connect information to prior learning and allow 

the student actively process the information. 
(Dendy 51)

Education Program Considera-
tions

IDEA IEP “related services” for 
ADD/ADHD
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IDEA = Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act

IEP = Individualized Education Program

Targeted Skills: Problem Solving, Organizational, 
Math, 

As we have seen throughout this presentation, a program plan utiliz-
ing RPGs would be an ideal modality to achieve the above goals.

A potential “adventure setting” could be something along the lines of 
a “Cyber” or Detective adventure, having to unravel technical clues 
(solve math problems, organizational riddles/puzzles, time-based ses-
sions, and of course the easily understood development of problem 
solving skills inherent to role-playing gaming.

Education Program Considera-
tions

IDEA IEP “related services” for 
ADD/ADHD
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RPG RPG asas  assassess-ess-
mmeentnt

Just a thought, not a quote:

RPGs can be used as “fun” assessment 
tool 
of client's functioning, especially children...
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Flexible Session LengthFlexible Session Length

Adventures can start and end all in one session (ses -
sion length from one hour, and more typically 
2-4 hours/sessions), to spanning a long time, in -
cluding “campaigns” that can span years build -
ing a rich “history”.
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The Shared Narrative PhenomenonThe Shared Narrative Phenomenon

Phenomenon of shared narrative.
Recall from game sessions in contrast 

to witnesses at an accident.
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WorldCon 73 Research PosterWorldCon 73 Research Poster
Summarizes 10 Years of ResearchSummarizes 10 Years of Research

88'x 4x' P'x 4x' Postosterer  – P– PDFDF  availabavailable:  le:  httphttp://r://rppgr.org/-gr.org/-
pposteosterr
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Role-Playing GamingRole-Playing Gaming
RT/TR Handbook of PracticeRT/TR Handbook of Practice
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The Wheelchair Friendly RPG Trailer

hhttp:/ttp://www/www..rrppgtrgtrailerailer.-.-
ccomom
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The Wheelchair Friendly RPG Trailer

hhttp:/ttp://www/www..rrppgtrgtrailerailer.-.-
ccomom
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VICE Article:
LARP for Educa-

tion
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LARLARPP  &&  EEduducacatiotionn
VICE Media ArticleVICE Media Article

Includes mentioning The RPG Research Project – http://www.rpgresearch.com/vice-article-1
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LARP Saved My Life (Autism)LARP Saved My Life (Autism)
VICE Documentary Excerpts (2015)VICE Documentary Excerpts (2015)

(Excerpts Duration – 3:45) Full-length video is 20 minutes: http://www.vice.com
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Non-TR EducationalNon-TR Educational
Programs Using RPGPrograms Using RPG

Østerskov Efterskole, Denmark, educational 
http://rpgresearch.com/documents/rpg-research-documents/known-rpg-education/danish-rpg-larp-high-school
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NNoon-n-TRTR E Edduucacational & Thtional & Theerarappeeuutictic
Programs Using RPGPrograms Using RPG

Renaissance Adventures
Educational

Boulder, Colorado
http://www.renaissanceadventures.com/ 

Abantey Workshops
Educational

Oakland, California
http://www.roleplayworkshop.com/ 
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Mythic RPG
Educational
Pennsylvania

http://herculesinvictus.net/mythicadventure/Our_RPG_Program.html 

NNoon-n-TRTR E Edduucacational & Thtional & Theerarappeeuutictic
Programs Using RPGPrograms Using RPG
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Wheelhouse Workshop
Youth, Therapeutic
Seattle, Washington

http://herculesinvictus.net/mythicadventure/Our_RPG_Program.html 

Romach
Therapeutic

Israel
http://rpgresearch.com/blog/israeli-group-attempting-to-use-rpgs-as-therapy-tool

NNoon-n-TRTR E Edduucacational & Thtional & Theerarappeeuutictic
Programs Using RPGPrograms Using RPG
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RPG for TraumaRPG for Trauma
The Bodhana Group, a 501(c)3 non-profit
Trauma & Sexual Abuse
Victims
Perpetrators
Pennsylvania
Save Against Fear Convention

http://www.thebodhanagroup.org
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IJRP – Peer Reviewed JournalIJRP – Peer Reviewed Journal

International Journal of Role-playing.
Double-blind peer-reviewed.
Many Ph.D. review staff members.
Wide range of disciplines.
http://ijrp.subcultures.nl/ 
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WWyrdCoyrdCon &n & Comp Compan-an-
ionionWWYYRD CONRD CON  20201616: Wy: Wyrd rd Con, Con, expeexperieriencncee  eevveeryry  aasspepectct  ofof  SSttor-or-

iesies: : 
Media,Media, Bo Booksoks, Tra, Trannsmsmediaedia, L, Liive ve AAccttion, Wriion, Writtinging,, Alt Alteernate Rearnate Real-l-
iitty,y,
TTrradiadititioonnaal, l, anand md more!ore!

hhttp:/ttp://www/www..wwyryrdcodcon.-n.-
ccom/om/
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PCA PCA / / ACA CoACA Confer-nfer-
enceence

hhttp:/ttp://pcaa/pcaaca.ca.oor-r-
gg//

The individuThe individuaals wls whho como compprriseise t the Phe PCA/ACA aCA/ACA arere a gr a grooupup of schol- of schol-
aarsrs and and  ententhuhussiasts wiasts whho stuo study popdy popularular cultu culturre. The Pe. The PCA/ACA of-CA/ACA of-
ferfers as a ve vennue toue to c coomme e ttogogeetther her andand s shhaare re idideeas as andand i inntereterests abousts about t 
the fthe fiield or aeld or abbouout a t a ppararttiicularcular sub subjeject withct within thin thee f fieieldld.. It It  also also 
prproovvididees pus publicblicatatiioon opn oppoporrttunitunitieies as annd spod sponsornsors ths the e PCA/PCA/AACA CA En-En-
dowmdowmentent..
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LivinLivingg  GGamameses  CCoonfenfer-r-
enencece

hhttp:/ttp://www/www..lilivviingnggamesgamesconference.-conference.-
ccom/om/

LLiviviinng Gamg Gamees s is is a coa confnfererencence e devdevoteotedd to  to didissccususssiing ng aallll as- as-
ppeeccttss  oof f livlivee ac actiotion rn rolole-ple-playing aying ((llarparp))  ttheoryheory  aand nd prapracctictice:e:  
ffrroomm  kkeeyynonotteses to to pan panelels, s, ffromrom  wwoorkshoprkshopss to  to plaplay. y. WWee  inviteinvite all all  
inintertereesstteedd p partartiesies to to  atattteend,nd,  inclincluudding acing acaademicsdemics, , gagameme  de-de-
signesignerrss, , ororggananizeizers, rs, andand  ententhhusiusiasts.asts.

Austin Texas - May 19-22, 2016Austin Texas - May 19-22, 2016
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RPG Potential Program FormatsRPG Potential Program Formats
HHereere are s are someome ex examplamplees s ilillluuststratratiingng  how how di diffffeerentrent R RPG PG ffoorrmmatatss  fi fit t potpotenen titiaall progra program m 

formatformatss
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SuSum-m-
mmaaryryThere is strong correlative research proving that role-play-

ing gamers do not fit the negative stereotypes, and in-
stead they appear to have advantages over their 
non-gaming peers.

Regular and adapted role-playing games can be powerful 
additions to a Therapeutic Recreation Specialist's tool 
belt. When appropriately applied to leisure interest matche
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SuSum-m-
mmaaryry

Many of these programs can be implemented afford-
ably, and clients are likely to continue receiving be-
nefits long after discharge from the direct care of a 
TRS because of the intrinsic reward many clients ex-
perience from these activities.

There is still a need for stronger causal research to 
determine the specific “knobs & dials” for maximiz-
ing the potential for meeting specific client needs.
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Q&A
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Role-playing games (RPGs) are generally contests in which the players usu-
ally cooperate as a group to achieve common goals rather than compete to 
eliminate one another from play.  (Mastery)

When you master role-playing gaming, you become immersed in an activity 
that is peerless among leisure-time pursuits (Mastery).

The practice of role-playing gaming provides a much-needed outlet for 
shared, “performative” exploration and lends to the potential for enhanced 
communal cohesion. (Bowman)

SSoomme e AdditAdditional ional Quotes Quotes of of 
NNoteote
Just participating in play in general, significantly "shapes the brain, opens 
the imagination, and invigorates the soul" (Brown)

They bThey brriningg p plalayeryers tos together ingether in a m a mutual utual eeffoffort. rt. RPGs tap both iRPGs tap both inntoto
thethe  ffuunnddaammeentntal nal neeeed fod for humr humansans  to ento enaact narratict narrativves but aes but allsso io inntoto
imimppoorrttaannt t thrthreaeadsds em emerging frerging from Wesom Westeterrn (on (or r otherother)) cul cultuturarall i identidentity.ty.
((BowBowmmaann))
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For some, the pleasure of role-playing gaming (RPGing) lies 
primarily in the development of story and character. For other-
s, the strategic elements of problem solving, scenario build-
ing, and skill acquisition provide a challenge and subsequent 
sense of accomplishment upon success. (Bowman)

Others primarily value "in character" (IC) and "out of charac-
ter" (OOC) social interactions and feel that gaming is a relax-
ing way to cement friendships and feel connected to others. 
(Bowman) 

Some gamers enjoy the release role-playing affords them 
from the constraints of their primary social identity. Still others 
view role-playing gaming as a psychological tool to examine 
themselves and others within shifting contexts and situations 
(whether they realize they are doing so or not). (Bowman) 

Some focus on what they believe to be the three major func-
tions that role-playing games serve: community building, prob-
lem-solving, and identity alteration. (Bowman)

SSoomme e AdditAdditional ional Quotes Quotes of of 
NNoteote
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SSoomme e AdditAdditional ional Quotes Quotes of of 
NNoteote
Typical advantages to improvisational play such as participating in 
role-playing games include:

 Expanding interpersonal trust

 Accessing playfulness

 Experiencing spontaneity

 Opening to creativity

 Broadening sensory, emotive, and movement, expressiveness 

(even more so with LARP)

 Co-creating new realities with others

(Bowman)
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The original concept fueling the inception of role-playing games 
(RPGs) was to encourage wargame players to add more depth to 
their special heroes and work together as a team rather than battle 
each other. (Bowman) 

RPGs can provide players with the opportunity to understand the mo-
tivations of others more clearly, expanding their comprehension of 
mundane reality and existing social dynamics. (Bowman)

SSoomme e AdditAdditional ional Quotes Quotes of of 
NNoteote
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If computer and online games are the movies 
and television (in popularity) of the 21st cen-
tury, then the in-person, paper-and-pencil tab-
letop role-playing gaming is the Broadway 
theater of gaming. (Ubergoober, Gygax) The 
finest experience, but unfortunately a relat-
ively small audience, and most do not realize 
they are missing out from the experience.

SSoomme e AdditAdditional ional Quotes Quotes of of 
NNoteote
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